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INTRODUCTION 
Polymer melts often experience extreme 
stresses during processing. When a thin film of 
polymer melt is subjected to a combination of 
high normal stresses and high shear stresses, its 
rheology may differ from its counterpart at 
ambient conditions. While it is well known that 
the viscosity of polymer melt can increase with 
normal stress,1 it can also undergo shear 
thinning when a shear stress is applied.2 The 
situation is further complicated in instances 
such as blow molding of multilayer films, where 
thin polymer melts are forced through orifices 
and experience a high degree of confinement. 
The interaction between the melt and the die 
surface governs the boundary condition and 
cannot be ignored.3 The resulting rheology is 
complex and hard to predict: it depends on the 
structure of the polymer,4 on the solid-polymer 
interactions5 and on the severity of the 
operating conditions, which is governed by 
temperature, pressure and shear rate.6 As a 
result, non-Newtonian rheology is commonly 
observed in polymer melt processing. 
Phenomena such as wall slip5 and shear 
banding7 have been reported, highlighting the 
sensitivity of polymer rheology to experimental 
conditions. 
Research in polymer rheology has taken a 
rather polarized approach. Many of the 
important findings on polymer rheology are 
based on studies with thick films, hundreds of 
microns and above, conducted using 
conventional methods such as rotational and 
capillary rheometry.8 One major shortcoming 
with these techniques comes from their 
limitations in applied normal stress, shear rate, 
and geometry. The trend in the miniaturization 
of production processes requires melt to be 
processed at normal pressures and shear rates 
higher than those achievable by conventional 
rheometric techniques to allow melt to fill sub-
micron gaps. A high pressure rheometer, based 
on the diamond anvil cell, has been used to 
study polymer melt rheology at high pressure.9 
However, the unknown, and potentially 
anomalous, flow of confined melt complicates 
the interpretation of results.10 A lot of effort has 
also been invested in understanding the 
behavior of ultra-thin (tens of nanometers or 
less), highly confined polymer. Research on 
surface effects on highly confined polymer melt 
rheology has been carried out using the surface 
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forces apparatus.11,12 The conditions applied in 
these studies are nevertheless remote from any 
engineering significance. 
Bridging the experimental and knowledge gap 
between these two extremes is crucial for 
fulfilling engineering challenges in future 
polymer processing. It is also fundamental, as 
polymer behavior at high pressure and high 
confinement conditions are closely linked to 
glassy polymer dynamics, which is one of the 
major research areas in polymer physics. Little 
is known about polymer melt rheology in the 
meso-scale, where continuum and molecular 
understanding collide. It is unclear where the 
boundary of the two length scales lies and how 
they interact and affect polymer rheology. 
Clearly a new approach that allows polymer 
rheology to be investigated across wider length 
scales at conditions closer to service conditions 
is needed. In this work, a newly developed 
experimental approach based on 
photobleached-fluorescence imaging,13 is 
deployed to probe local polymer melt rheology 
in the meso-scale, in which the melt thickness is 
kept below 1 micron but remains much larger 
than the radius of gyration of the polymer. The 
work focuses on how the rheology of sub-
micron thick polymer melt is influenced by the 
application of normal stresses. In particular we 
are interested in high pressure conditions due 
to their engineering relevance. In these 
conditions, viscoelastic behavior of the polymer 
melt is likely to be observed.  
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE  
Polybutene (PB) is chosen as the model polymer 
melt in this study. A fluorophore, nile red, is 
dissolved in the melt. The melt is confined and 
sheared between a sphere and a flat surface 
while normal pressure is applied. PB in such 
confinement is referred to as a confined melt in 
this work. PB is otherwise referred to as a bulk 
melt. The local rheology of the confined melt is 
then examined by obtaining the through-
thickness velocity profile, 𝑢(𝑧), using 
photobleached-fluorescence imaging, as 
detailed in the Methodology section. 𝑢(𝑧) is a 
direct measure of the flow property of the 
confined melt and hence reflects the rheology 
of the confined melt.  
Materials 
The PB used in this study is an oligomer which 
exhibits high viscosity despite its relatively low 
molecular weight. It consists mainly of 
repeating monomers of isobutylene (~90 %), 
with the remainder consisting of monomers of 
1-butene and 2-butene. At low shear rates and 
ambient pressure, PB is a Newtonian fluid. At 
the high pressures and shear rates applied in 
this work, it is however likely that shear 
thinning will occur.14  
Model PB are labeled as PB920 (Sigma-Aldrich 
UK), PB1300 (H-300, Ineos Oligomers) and 
PB2300 (Sigma-Aldrich UK). Some material 
properties of PB are listed in Table 1.  
TABLE 1 Properties of polybutene, including dynamic 
viscosity , number average molecular weight 𝑴𝒏, 
polydispersity 𝑴𝒘/𝑴𝒏, glass transition temperature 
𝑻𝒈, and estimated hydrodynamic radius 𝑹𝑯. 
 PB920 PB1300 PB2300 
 at 25°C (Pa s)a 19.6 66 450 
 at 100°C (Pa s)b 0.2-0.235 0.65-0.7 4-4.4 
𝑀𝑛 (g/mol)
b 920 1300 2300 
𝑀𝑤/𝑀𝑛
b - 1.65 - 
𝑇𝑔 (°C)
b -68.1c -66.9 -64.9 
𝑅𝐻 at 25°C (nm)
d
 0.71 0.85 1.12 
a
 The dynamic viscosity  at 25 °C for PB1300 and PB2300 
was measured using a Discovery Hybrid Rheometer (TA 
Instruments), with parallel plates at a constant shear rate of 
10 s
-1
. 
b
 Information given by suppliers. 
c
 Estimated by linear 
interpolation of values for PB460 and PB1290. 
d
 Results 
estimated using existing small-angle X-ray scattering data
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for polyisobutylene. 
Nile red was dissolved in PB at concentrations 
of 0.1 – 1 mM by magnetic stirring. Mixing was 
carried out for 5 hours at a temperature of 
150°C. The fluorophore, nile red, has a 𝑅𝐻 of 
approximately 0.5 nm,16 which is smaller or 
comparable in size to the polybutene studied. 
No notable change in the viscosity or film 
thickness of PB could be observed upon the 
addition of nile red, indicating that the effect of 
nile red on the bulk rheology of PB is negligible. 
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Experiments were also conducted which 
ensured that nile red in PB did not adsorb on 
the rubbing surfaces (results not shown). The 
diffusion coefficient of nile red in bulk PB1300 is 
3.810-15 ± 1.110-15 m2/s as obtained by 
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching. 
Since the pressure experienced by the polymer 
melt in this study increases the viscosity of the 
melt and hence, slows down the diffusion of 
nile red, the diffusion of nile red in the confined 
melt is assumed to be negligible within the 
experimental time frame. The amount of heat 
generated due to the applied methodology and 
due to shear heating has been estimated based 
on established models, and is shown to be 
negligible.13 
Methodology 
Photobleached-fluorescence imaging, detailed 
in 17, has been modified and applied to this 
work. Briefly, the fluorophore-doped polymer 
melt is confined by a rubbing device. The 
rubbing device consists of a rotating sphere and 
a stationary glass flat as shown in Figure 1. The 
setup results in the melt being confined in a 
circular point contact. When high normal 
pressure is applied through the sphere, the film 
thickness of the confined melt is roughly 
uniform across most of the contact. The rubbing 
device is placed on an inverted microscope. The 
melt gives a homogeneous glow when it is 
observed by epi-fluorescence microscopy 
through the glass flat.  
A through-thickness photobleached column, 
which has lower fluorescence intensity than the 
rest of the confined melt, is created by exposing 
the confined melt, at a particular position 
within the contact, to a high energy, highly 
focused laser (photobleaching beam) for a short 
period of time. This column initially appears as a 
circular spot when observed with a microscope 
on the x-y plane. As the melt is sheared, the 
spot is distorted. Experimental results are in the 
form of image sequences taken by an EMCCD 
camera that show the shape evolution of the 
spot. A typical sequence consists of 20 images 
taken with an exposure and a cycle time of 1 ms 
and 1.5 ms respectively. This corresponds to 30 
ms per sequence. Synchronized averaging18 is 
applied to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the images, and hence the resolution of the 
developed method. The resulting spatial x, y, 
and z resolutions are 30 µm, 3 µm and 
ℎ
12
 (ℎ is 
the thickness of the confined melt) respectively 
which are determined by the size of the 
photobleached column and the film thickness. 
 
FIGURE 1 Schematic showing the experimental 
conditions employed in this work. Experimental 
observation is carried out on the x-y plane and the 
projected photobleached column appears initially as 
a circle. The through-thickness velocity profile in the 
z-direction is constructed based on the evolution of 
this circle. 
The experimental results can be used to 
determine the through-thickness velocity 
profile, 𝑢(𝑧), at a particular position (x,y) in the 
contact using an algorithm developed in 13. The 
algorithm estimates 𝑢(𝑧) with the assumptions 
that the diffusion of nile red in the confined 
melt is negligible and that the melt consists of 
infinitesimal layers of fluids parallel to the 
stationary glass flat, where z is the distance 
between the position of a layer of melt and the 
glass flat. Simulated image sequences are 
produced based on the reconstructed velocity 
profile. The reconstructed profile is optimized 
through an iteration process by minimizing the 
difference in experimental results and the 
simulated results.13 
Instead of the steel sphere employed in 13, a 
glass sphere is used to shear the PB melt in this 
work. When a steel sphere is used as one of the 
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rubbing surfaces, the reflection of the 
photobleaching beam by the reflective steel 
surface can induce interference within the 
thickness of the polymer melt.19 Destructive 
interference fringes may form and the positions 
of these fringes depend on the thickness of the 
melt. This interference effect can be 
incorporated into the algorithm for profile 
reconstruction.19 The results in 13 have been 
reanalyzed, assuming the existence of 
destructive interference fringes. While the 
conclusion that the flow of PB deviates from no-
slip Couette flow description under a high 
normal stress still holds, the uncertainty of the 
reconstructed profiles, in particular the velocity 
of the melt near the two rubbing surfaces, 
increases substantially. As a result, the 
existence of interfacial slip cannot be 
conclusively ascertained. To avoid this 
complication, a borosilicate glass sphere is used 
in this study. Control experiments by laser-
induced fluorescence imaging (LIF) show that 
the fluorescence intensity with this new setup 
varies linearly through the thickness of melt in 
the point contact (not shown), confirming that 
the interference effect is negligible with the 
setup used in this work. 
Borosilicate glass is weakly phosphorescent, 
with a life time of the order of milli-seconds. To 
eliminate this phosphorescent signal, a control 
image sequence for every applied experimental 
condition is acquired without illumination after 
photobleaching has been carried out. This gives 
a control sequence containing only 
phosphorescent signal from glass. All image 
sequences used to determine 𝑢(𝑧) have been 
corrected by their corresponding control 
sequences to ensure only signal from the 
confined melt is used for 𝑢(𝑧) reconstruction. 
All experiments were performed at room 
temperature (250.5 °C). A normal load and a 
shear stress were applied by the rubbing device. 
The shear stress was applied in the x-direction. 
The normal pressure (in the z-direction) 
experienced by the melt is estimated by 
Hertzian contact mechanics with the Young’s 
Modulus and Poisson’s ratio of glass set to 70 
GPa and 0.2 respectively. This results in a 
parabolic normal stress distribution where the 
stress reaches a maximum at the centre of the 
contact. The diameter of the contact increases 
with the applied normal pressure and ranges 
between 200 m – 400 m. The thickness of 
the melt, ℎ, which is governed by the 
experimental conditions and the local viscosity 
of the melt, is measured by laser-induced 
fluorescence imaging.20 All velocity profiles 
were obtained at the centre of the point 
contact where the gradient of the normal stress 
is approximately zero. As the flow of confined 
PB at y = 0, including at the centre of the 
contact, is dominated by flow in the x-direction 
due to symmetry, the one-dimensional 
Reynolds equation can be applied in this work. 
Compliance of the test apparatus means that 
rotation of the glass sphere may induce a 
maximum drift in the contact position of 0.1 
m/s. This is negligible compared to the 
rotational speed of the sphere and is neglected. 
Results presented are averages of at least 100 
image sequences. The ranges of normal 
pressure and surface speed applied are 150 – 
500 MPa and 360 – 720 m/s respectively.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
The one-dimensional Reynolds equation is 
frequently used to describe the flow of a thin 
film of fluid in isothermal conditions. Assuming 
that the no-slip boundary condition applies, a 
common solution, given in equation (1), shows 
that a fluid with viscosity, , and a film 
thickness, ℎ, being sheared in the x-direction 
has a velocity profile, 𝑢(𝑧), given by a 
combination of a pressure-driven Poiseuille 
term, (𝑧2 − 𝑧ℎ); and a shear driven Couette 
term, (
𝑧
ℎ
). 
𝑢(𝑧) =
1
2μ
∂𝑃
∂𝑥
(𝑧2 − 𝑧ℎ) + 𝑈
𝑧
ℎ
 (1) 
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In the simplest case, where 𝜇 is large (i.e. highly 
viscous) and/or 
∂𝑃
∂𝑥
 is zero (i.e. at maximum 𝑃), 
pressure driven flow is eliminated and only 
linear Couette flow remains: 
𝑢(𝑧) ≈ 𝑈
𝑧
ℎ
 (2) 
Equation (1) suggests that the flow of confined 
PB at the centre of the contact, where there is 
maximum pressure and 
∂𝑃
∂𝑥
 is zero, should obey 
equation (2). Two questions are addressed in 
this work. Firstly, can a linear 𝑢(𝑧), as shown in 
equation (2) describe the flow, and hence the 
rheology of confined PB experiencing high 
normal stress? If so, secondly, what condition 
would render this description inapplicable? 
To answer these questions, 𝑢(𝑧) was obtained 
for PB at various applied normal stresses, 𝑃, 
and speeds of the glass sphere, 𝑈. The results 
obtained suggest that the rheology of confined 
PB is dominated by 𝑃, rather than 𝑈. Depending 
on the applied normal pressure, two types of 
through-thickness profiles were observed which 
are detailed below. 
 
FIGURE 2 Snapshots showing the shape evolution of the photobleached shot as PB2300 was sheared at 𝑷 = 333 
MPa and 𝑼 = 360 m/s: (a) The experimental results are compared with (b) simulated results from the profile 
reconstruction algorithm and (c) Couette flow prediction. The grayscale value represents the relative normalized 
intensity distribution (the degree of photobleaching) as previously defined.
13
 White and black in the grayscale 
image correspond to low and high intensity respectively. The thickness of the confined polymer melt was 𝒉 = 630 
nm. The white arrow indicates the direction of the flow. 
Low pressure condition 
As outlined in the Methodology section, a 
profile reconstruction algorithm is used to 
obtain 𝑢(𝑧) by generating simulated results 
that match well with experimental results. 
Figure 2(a) shows a sequence of images 
obtained with PB2300 at 𝑃 = 333 MPa. The 
corresponding simulated sequence based on 
𝑢(𝑧) obtained with the developed algorithm, 
and the image sequence, assuming the melt 
obeys Couette prediction, are presented in 
Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c) respectively.  
The photobleached spot is stretched 
substantially over time as a result of the applied 
shear stress. There is a good match between 
experimental (Figure 2(a)) and simulated results 
(Figure 2(b)) as indicated by the goodness of fit, 
𝑅2 = 0.987. This confirms that the developed 
algorithm has successfully reconstructed the 
through-thickness velocity profile giving rise to 
experimental observations. Both the 
experimental and simulated results closely 
resemble the intensity distribution based on 
Couette flow (Figure 2(c)).  
The reconstructed 𝑢(𝑧) (white circles) based on 
results in Figure 2 is compared to the Couette 
flow profile (dashed line) in Figure 3. Recall that 
the glass flat, where 
𝑧
ℎ
= 0, is stationary, and 
the glass sphere, located at 
𝑧
ℎ
= 1, was rotating 
at U = 360 m/s. Two observations are made. 
Firstly, at 
𝑧
ℎ
 equals 0 and 1, 
𝑢(𝑧)
𝑈
 equals 0 and 1 
respectively, i.e. the melt at the proximity of the 
rubbing surfaces travels at the same speed as 
the rubbing surfaces. Hence the flow of the PB 
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obeys the no-slip boundary condition. This is 
consistent with studies showing that PB sticks 
to the glass surface.21  
 
FIGURE 3 Through-thickness velocity profile, 𝒖(𝒛), 
obtained for PB 2300 melt with 𝑼 = 360 m/s. The 
dash line corresponds to the linear Couette flow 
profile.  
Secondly, 𝑢(𝑧) at 𝑃 = 333 MPa (white circle in 
Figure 3) roughly follows the Couette flow 
profile (dash line), with the relative difference, 
quantified by the mean velocity, being 5 %. This 
deviation can be due to the existence of 
pressure driven flow in the melt. The centre of a 
stationary circular point contact, similar to the 
contact geometry used in this study, should 
experience the maximum pressure, hence 
∂𝑃
∂𝑥
 is 
zero. However, the application of shear motion 
can shift the normal pressure distribution; as a 
result the position of maximum 𝑃 can be 
slightly off-centre. This could result in a non-
zero pressure-driven component adding to the 
otherwise linear flow profile, hence the 
observed slightly bulged profile.  
The normalized shear rate at various 𝑧 can be 
extracted from the through-thickness velocity 
profile. An increase in the slope 
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑢
 corresponds 
to a reduction in shear rate. The resulting 𝑢(𝑧) 
at the low normal pressure condition (white 
circles in Figure 3) shows that the shear rate 
experienced by the melt is relatively constant 
across the thickness of the melt. 
High pressure condition 
The shape evolution of the photobleached spot 
in PB2300 when applied normal stress was 463 
MPa, is presented in Figure 4. It differs 
significantly from experiments conducted at 
lower normal pressures (Figure 2). At 𝑃 = 463 
MPa, the photobleached spot shows only a very 
small amount of stretching, as opposed to the 
highly elongated spot shown in Figure 2. This 
suggests that linear flow is not observed in the 
case of high normal pressure. The reconstructed 
𝑢(𝑧), based on images in Figure 4, is presented 
in Figure 3 (black circles). It exhibits a sigmoidal 
shape and violates the Couette prediction 
(dashed line).  
The 𝑢(𝑧) profile at 𝑃 = 463 MPa is symmetric 
about 
𝑧
ℎ
= 0.5. It also shows that the no-slip 
boundary condition holds at the interfaces. 
Contrary to the 𝑢(𝑧) obtained at 𝑃 = 333 MPa, 
the local normalized shear rate when 𝑃 = 463 
MPa is not constant across the thickness of the 
melt, but is rather a function of 
𝑧
ℎ
. Starting from 
the stationary glass flat (
𝑧
ℎ
= 0), the melt 
experiences a decreasing shear rate until 
𝑧
ℎ
 
reaches roughly 0.3. The shear rate of the 
confined melt in the central region of the film, 
between 
𝑧
ℎ
 = 0.3 and 0.7, is roughly constant, 
and low. From 
𝑧
ℎ
= 0.7, the normalized shear 
rate increases again and the melt reaches the 
highest shear rate at the glass sphere surface 
for 
𝑧
ℎ
= 1. A near zero shear rate, i.e. a vertical 
𝑢(𝑧), observed between 
𝑧
ℎ
 = 0.3 and 0.7 
suggests the existence of plug flow at the centre 
of the melt. This plug is surrounded by melt that 
sustains much higher shear rates. The fact that 
different parts of the melt exhibit different flow 
behavior supports the existence of structural 
and/or rheological heterogeneity in the melt 
when high normal pressure is applied. This 
phenomenon is commonly referred to as 
inhomogeneous shear, and similar velocity 
profiles have been observed for flows of 
heterogeneous material such as foams 22 and 
entangled polymers.23  
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FIGURE 4 Snapshots showing the shape evolution of the photobleached spot as PB2300 was sheared at 𝑃 = 463 
MPa and 𝑈 = 360 m/s: (a) The experimental results are compared with (b) the simulated results obtained using 
the profile reconstruction algorithm. The grayscale value represents the relative normalized intensity distribution 
(the degree of photobleaching) as previously defined.
13
 White and black in the grayscale image correspond to low 
and high intensity respectively. The thickness of the confined polymer melt was ℎ = 830 nm. The white arrow 
indicates the direction of the flow. 
Pressure sensitive rheological transition 
Two types of through-thickness velocity profiles 
have been presented. At 𝑃 = 333 MPa, 𝑢(𝑧) 
resembles a Couette profile with a small 
contribution from pressure driven flow. At 𝑃 = 
463 MPa, a sigmoidal profile is observed with 
the centre of the melt showing plug flow 
behavior, while the adjacent melt next to the 
rubbing surfaces experiences much higher shear 
rates. On first consideration this observed 
change in PB rheology may be due to (1) the 
imposed geometric confinement, and (2) the 
applied normal pressure. Previous observations 
suggest that only geometric confinement in the 
nanoscale affects the dynamics of polymer 
melt.12,24 The thickness of the polymer melt in 
this study, however, is in the submicron range 
which is much larger than the size of the 
polymer. Thus it is likely that the effect of 
geometric confinement only applies to polymer 
in proximity of the rubbing surfaces. Hence 
geometric confinement, at least in the length 
scale applied in this work, may only play a 
secondary role in the rheology of the confined 
and sheared PB. The surface effect on the 𝑢(𝑧) 
will be discussed in the next session. 
Interestingly, thickness measurements 
conducted with laser-induced fluorescence 
imaging show that the thickness of the melt at 
the centre of the point contact is insensitive to 
applied normal pressure when pressure is low, 
as predicted from elastohydrodynamic 
lubrication theory.25 Once the applied pressure 
is above the critical value, the thickness of the 
melt increases with normal pressure. The 
change in thickness alone, while capable of 
reducing the flow velocity of the melt, however, 
cannot cause the observed sigmoidal velocity 
profile. This abrupt change in thickness 
response with respect to pressure coincides 
with the occurrence of sigmoidal velocity 
profiles, suggesting both events are possibly 
related and are pressure-induced phenomena.  
 
FIGURE 5 The relationship between central shear 
rate, ?̇?𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆, and the normal pressure applied. 
?̇?𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆 is normalized by the apparent shear rate, 
?̇?𝑨 =  
𝑼
𝒉
 . The dash line represents ?̇?𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆 for the 
Couette condition.  
Viscosity and dynamics of polymer have been 
shown to be pressure dependent.1,26 The 
sensitivity of polymer dynamics to applied 
pressure can also be enhanced by geometry 
confinement.12 Through-thickness velocity 
profiles obtained at intermediate normal 
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pressures are shown in Figure 3 (gray circles). 
They conform to the sigmoidal profile seen at 𝑷 
= 463 MPa. Figure 5 correlates the shear rate at 
the centre of the melt, ?̇?𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆, i.e. the slope of 
𝒖(𝒛) at 
𝒛
𝒉
 = 0.5, with the applied normal 
pressure. Two distinct regions can be identified, 
with high and low ?̇?𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆 observed at low and 
high pressures respectively. This alludes to an 
existence of a critical normal pressure which 
governs the flow behavior of PB.  
  
FIGURE 6 The correlation between the applied 
normal pressure, 𝑃, and the type of through-
thickness velocity profile obtained at 𝑈 = 360 m/s. 
Light grey and dark grey area indicate regions where 
Couette-like and sigmoidal profiles were obtained 
respectively. Star: results from rotating glass sphere 
against stationary sapphire flat; square: results from 
rotating glass sphere against stationary glass flat. 
This pressure-induced transition in the 
rheological behavior of the PB melt was 
investigated for PB920, PB1300 and PB2300 and 
the results are summarized in Figure 6. All three 
PB melts show a transition from Couette-like 
profiles to sigmoidal profiles at a critical value 
of pressure. The critical pressure values are 
similar between experiments conducted with a 
stationary sapphire flat (Figure 6 stars) and with 
a stationary glass flat (Figure 6 squares). The 
critical pressures are about 450 MPa, 390 MPa, 
and 355 MPa for PB920, PB1300 and PB2300 
respectively. An increase in molecular weight 
increases the longest relaxation time of the 
polymer, which is responsible for an increase in 
viscosity and also a reduction in glass transition 
temperature.27,28 Hence, this variation in critical 
pressure is consistent with a reduction in the 
glass transition temperature, and hence an 
increase in glassy tendency, with increasing 
molecular weight. This validates that the 
rheology of PB observed in this work is mainly 
determined by the applied normal pressure. 
 
FIGURE 7 The relationship between the non-
dimensional characteristic decay time for film 
thickness reduction at various applied normal 
stresses obtained by squeezing PB2300 between a 
stationary glass sphere and a stationary glass flat. 
The effect of normal stress on the dynamics of 
PB2300 is further investigated by studying how 
the thickness of PB2300 film changes with time 
between a stationary glass sphere and a 
stationary flat under various static normal 
stresses. Such a setup creates a squeeze film. 
The decrease in the film thickness over time can 
be described by a characteristic decay time 𝛕,29 
which can be non-dimensionalized by the 
viscosity and the pressure giving ∗.30 The 
variation of ∗ with pressure is shown Figure 7. 
Two non-dimensional characteristic decay times 
can be identified, one at around 1000 and the 
other at around 2500 for central normal 
pressures below 300 MPa, and above 370 MPa 
respectively. The transition from short to long 
* occurs gradually, suggesting a second order 
transition, which matches the nature of a glass 
transition. The midpoint of the transition lies at 
about 340 MPa which coincides with the normal 
pressure that induces a transition in PB2300 
from linear flow to sigmoidal plug flow, as 
shown in Figure 6. Hence this supports that the 
onset of plug flow in the confined PB melt is a 
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second order transition induced by increased 
normal pressure.  
The results presented strongly suggest that a 
pressure-induced glass transition causes the 
reported phenomena. Pressure-induced 
structural changes, which include glass-
transition, have been observed in small 
molecule liquids and polymers.31–33 Indeed PB is 
a well-known glass former, with a glass viscosity 
of 107 Pa s.14 The effect of normal pressure on 
the viscosity of a liquid, , can be described 
approximately by the Barus equation 
 = 0𝑒
𝛼𝑃 (3) 
where 0 is the low shear rate viscosity and 𝛼 is 
the pressure-viscosity coefficient. Table 2 lists 
the viscosity of PB estimated with equation (3) 
at pressures applied in this work, assuming 𝛼 = 
30 GPa-1 for all three PB melts. The viscosity of 
PB at the critical pressure is about the same 
order of the glass viscosity obtained in the 
literature.14 Hence the condition that promotes 
plug flow in PB coincides with the glass 
transition of PB. As the viscosity of the PB glass 
increases, ?̇?𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒 decreases.  
TABLE 2 Viscosity of PB under various normal 
pressure estimated using the Barus equation. 
  Viscositya (× 107 Pa s) 
 PB920 PB1300 PB2300 
Below critical 
pressure 
0.32 0.24 0.77 
(400 MPa) (350 MPa) (325 MPa) 
At the critical 
pressure 
1.43 0.80 1.90 
(450 MPa) (390 MPa) (355 MPa) 
Above critical 
pressure 
4.09 2.27 7.32 
(485 MPa) (425 MPa) (400 MPa) 
a
 Values in brackets correspond to the normal pressure used 
to estimate the viscosity  
Formation of constricted plug flow 
If PB at the centre of the point contact has 
indeed undergone a glass transition due to the 
applied normal pressure and is solid-like, the 
question remains of why the development of 
plug flow is constricted to the region between 
𝑧
ℎ
 equals 0.3 and 0.7. In other words, what is 
preventing the formation of a through-thickness 
plug? The spatial-resolution in the z-direction of 
the applied methodology has been estimated to 
be no less than 0.1ℎ. Hence the current 
methodology would be capable of capturing the 
existence of a fully developed through-thickness 
plug. It is possible that the constriction of plug 
flow might be caused by (1) surface heating; 
and (2) surface induced structural changes.  
The estimated heat due to frictional heating 
would result in an increase of 0.01 K.13 The 
temperature rise due to photobleaching is 3.5 K 
and the heat is dissipated in 1 ms. Hence both 
heat sources are negligible in this study.13 For 
argument’s sake, the potential effect of 
temperature on 𝑢(𝑧), can be investigated by 
representing the flow profile as a small 
perturbation of a Couette flow. 𝑢(𝑧) is 
originally linear under the applied experimental 
conditions, and the temperature of both 
rubbing surfaces is equilibrated at 𝑇∗. A small 
perturbation, 𝜖, which represents the 
dependence of the viscosity on temperature, 
i.e. 𝜖 ∝
𝜕𝜂
𝜕𝑇
|
𝑃
, is then introduced. Applying the 
stick boundary conditions and that temperature 
of confined melt at the interface is 𝑇∗ gives a 
symmetric through-thickness temperature 
distribution where the temperature is highest at 
𝑧
ℎ
 equals 0.5. If 𝜖 is negative, i.e. the viscosity of 
PB decreases with increasing temperature, the 
confined PB should have low viscosity, hence 
high shear rate at 
𝑧
ℎ
 = 0.5. This contradicts 
experimental results presented in Figure 3 
which shows that the shear rate is lowest at 
𝑧
ℎ
 = 
0.5. While localized heating may occur adjacent 
to the interface and result in a reduction in 
viscosity of the melt next to the rubbing 
surfaces, giving rise to the 𝑢(𝑧) observed in this 
study, the origin of such localized heating 
remains unclear. Temperature alone is unlikely 
to cause the observed constricted plug flow.  
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Surface induced structural changes has been 
observed in polymers.34,35 The conformation 
and dynamics of polymers in the proximity of a 
surface depend on the interaction energy 
between polymer chains and the surfaces, 𝐸,5,36 
and also on the topography of the surfaces.38 As 
a result, the properties of polymers in the 
surface affected zone (SAZ) and of those 
unaffected can be very different. The extent to 
which this surface effect propagates into the 
bulk is a subject of controversy. Experiments on 
glass transition of supported and free standing 
polymer films suggest that the thickness of this 
SAZ is strongly influenced by 𝐸 and the 
molecular weight of the polymer, and can range 
from 2 to 10 𝑅𝑔 (radius of gyrations).
36,37 Force 
measurements under quasi-static condition also 
support that the SAZ of polymer melt confined 
by mica surfaces is small, of the order of 2 𝑅𝑔.
38 
However, the rheological effect of the SAZ can 
extend much further into the bulk, as far as 
hundreds of nm, when the applied shear rate is 
high.39 The thickness of the SAZ is likely to be 
governed by the structure of the confined melt, 
and the correlation between the relaxation time 
of polymer in the SAZ and the apparent shear 
rate. The glassy nature of the confined PB in this 
study exemplifies this shear rate effect, giving 
rise to a thick SAZ. The properties of polymers 
in the SAZ, due to their unique conformations, 
can be anisotropic. This anisotropy in SAZ can 
also promote through-thickness heterogeneous 
response. Hence the observed constricted plug 
flow can be a consequence of surface induced 
structural changes and hence viscosity 
inhomogeneity in the confined PB. Further work 
is required to clarify the relative importance of 
these factors in governing the rheology of 
confined polymer melt. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The rheology of polymer melt confined in a 
point contact under high normal pressures was 
investigated by obtaining the through-thickness 
velocity profile. Contrary to common belief, a 
linear Couette velocity profile can only be 
facilitated when the melt experiences a 
sufficiently low normal pressure. As the normal 
pressure increases above a critical value, 
constricted plug flow, together with an abrupt 
increase in film thickness, is observed. This 
Couette flow-plug flow transition is caused by a 
pressure-induced glass transition, where the 
viscosity of part of the melt has reached the 
glass viscosity and hence becomes solid-like. 
However surface-induced polymer structural 
changes, together with applied high shear rate, 
may generate structural inhomogeneity within 
the melt and prevent the development of 
complete through-thickness plug flow, despite 
the application of high normal pressure. 
The observed constricted plug flow has 
significant consequence in polymer processing, 
in particular for blow molding of multi-layer 
films. The rheological heterogeneity can give 
rise to anisotropy in both molecular alignment 
and the residual stress distribution which will 
impact on the mechanical strength and 
permeability of the polymer films. The observed 
transitional flow behavior due to the exerted 
normal pressure has strong implication to the 
rheology of polymer melt in a point contact. 
The parabolic normal pressure distribution in 
the point contact causes the melt close to the 
edge of the contact to experience much lower 
pressure than that at the centre. The existence 
of a critical normal pressure for the flow 
transition of PB would imply that PB flow in a 
point contact is spatially heterogeneous. This 
conjecture can be examined by obtaining 𝑢(𝑧) 
at various positions along y = 0 and is currently 
underway. 
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 
 
Aleks Ponjavic, Luca di Mare and Janet S. S. Wong  
The Effect of Pressure on the Flow Behavior of Polybutene  
The rheology of confined polymer melt experiencing high normal pressure is investigated by obtaining 
through-thickness velocity profiles of polybutene sheared between two glass surfaces. These profiles are 
linear (Couette flow) at low pressure. They become sigmoidal (constricted plug flow) when a critical 
pressure is reached. This transition is shown to be a result of pressure-induced glass transition of 
polybutene. The sigmoidal shaped profiles signify that the through-thickness viscosity of the highly 
stressed melt is heterogeneous.  
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